
Quiz Yourself!

TREECEMBERTREECEMBER
This holiday season let's look at all things trees... Christmas trees! December is a great

time to take a moment to reflect on what you have learned, and get ready to set goals

for the new year. It's also a great time to learn more about the big beautiful trees we see

everywhere. Are they more sustainable than plastic trees? Let's find out!
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HAPPY

Check out the most common

types of Christmas trees and

how to tell them apart.

ID Your Christmas Tree Your Favorite Memory
Write about your favorite

memory in nature this year.

What made it so special?

Test your knowledge with

our awesome new

Treecember quiz!

Real or Fake?
Is a plastic, reusable tree

more sustainable than a real

one? Let's find out!

DIY Recycle Ornaments
Follow this step by step guide

to make your own recycled

ornaments this year. They

make great gifts too!
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CHRISTMASCHRISTMAS
TREETREE

The best way to tell different Christmas tree varieties apart is by the look
of their needles and branches. Check out the most common ones here!

ID YOUR

DOUGLAS FIR

Douglas fir needles are green and spread

out in all different directions from the

branch. They also have a sweet smell that

we love around the holidays!

Fraser fir needles are blue-green and are

short and stiff. These are strong trees that

hold up well when sent long distances.

They smell great too!

Balsam fir trees are typically slender on top

and thicker on the bottom. The needles

are think and dark, but can look different

based on how old the tree is.

Noble fir trees are known for how long they

last once they have been cut down. Their

dark, beautiful branches hold ornaments

well and also make great wreaths!

Colorado Blue Spruce trees have a silvery-

blue color to their needles. They are

common in the Colorado/Utah area and

they look great decorated!

Scotch pine trees are great for holding

lights and decorations! Their branches are

strong and they have dark, rich green

needles.

FRASER FIR

NOBLE FIR BALSAM FIR

COLORADO
BLUE SPRUCE SCOTCH PINE



NATURENATURE
Write about your favorite memory in nature from this year. What did
you do and where were you? What makes this memory so special?

YOUR FAVORITE MEMORY IN



TREE QUIZ!TREE QUIZ!

TAKE THE QUIZ!

Test your knowledge this year with our fun new Treecember quiz!
Trees support a healthier planet for biodiversity and provide us with

clean air, water, medicine, and so much more. Learn about pine
trees, look at some fun winter facts, and test your knowledge about

all things winter & trees!

Watch our Treecember video to learn more about why we love trees!

https://onetreeplanted.typeform.com/to/RIzZZd6L
https://youtu.be/djTat7LjK1c
https://youtu.be/djTat7LjK1c


REAL TREE ORREAL TREE OR
FAKE TREE?FAKE TREE?
CHRISTMAS TREE FARMS
Most trees come from Christmas tree farms, which typically
operate in sustainable ways. Sections are open for harvesting in a
particular season, to be replanted after, and a different patch
matures the following season, as part of a rotating cycle. The land
also creates habitats for wildlife!

ASK, ASK, ASK!
The best way you can determine if your live Christmas tree is
sustainable is to ask the vendor about how they manage their
operations. Stay away from trees cut from primary forests! A tree
from a sustainable farm is more sustainable than a plastic tree
when you consider carbon emissions and waste!

WHAT ABOUT ARTIFICIAL TREES?
Artificial trees can be more sustainable, depending on how you use
them. You have to keep in mind that artificial trees are made from
plastic... and making that plastic causes carbon emissions. If you
want your tree to be sustainable you have to use it for a long time!

MAKE IT LAST!
A 5 foot Christmas tree made from plastic can have a carbon
footprint of up to 88 pounds of CO2. That's more than 10 times the
amount of disposing a real Christmas tree. So to be sure that your
artificial tree is sustainable you need to plan on having it for at least
10 years!

GET ONE, PLANT ONE
The most sustainable option would be to decorate a tree in your
yard, or to get a potted tree you can plant, but we know having a
big tree in your house is one of the best parts of the holiday season,
so if you do get a tree plant one with us!

5 THINGS TO CONSIDER WHEN PICKING YOUR TREE
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https://onetreeplanted.org/products/treecember-give-trees-for-holidays?variant=18294339797054


Follow these kid friendly steps to make a recycled egg carton snowman
ornament! Make some for your tree, and as eco-friendly gifts for others!

RECYCLEDRECYCLED
ORNAMENTSORNAMENTS
HOW TO MAKE:

Paper egg carton
Black buttons
Marker
Small piece of fabric
Paint
Paint brush
Scissors
Glue
Orange foam sheet or card stock
Pipe cleaner
Pom Poms
Googly eyes
Bakers twine (optional)

Materials:

 Gather your materials. Try and find scraps from other projects
that can be reused for your snowman. 
Cut your egg carton into sections of 3 and paint white.
 Start decorating your snowman by drawing on a mouth, and
then carefully attacking the buttons, eyes, and nose. Use enough
glue and let it dry properly to be sure your snowman won't fall
apart.
 Add your earmuffs using the pipe cleaner, allowing the glue to
dry again.
 Tie on your scarf and attach a string to the top for hanging. Be
sure all of your glue is dry and you are good to go. Use your
snowman to decorate your tree, or make more as gifts for friends
and family!

Step by step:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

Project Credit: https://www.simpleeverydaymom.com/egg-carton-snowman-craft/

https://www.simpleeverydaymom.com/egg-carton-snowman-craft/

